Abstract-When solving the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem, submapping and graphical methods have shown to be valuable approaches that provide significant advantages over the standard EKF solution: they are faster and can produce more consistent estimates when using local coordinates. In this paper we present CI-Graph, a submapping method for SLAM that uses a graph structure to efficiently solve complex trajectories reducing the computational cost. Unlike other submapping SLAM approaches, we are able to transmit and share information through maps in the graph in a consistent manner by using conditionally independent submaps. In addition, the current submap always summarizes, without further computations, all information available making CIGraph be an intrinsically "up to date" algorithm. Moreover, the technique is also efficient in memory requirements since it does not need to recover the full covariance matrix. To evaluate CI-Graph performance, the method has been tested using a synthetic Manhattan world and Victoria Park data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Essential tasks in mobile robotics strongly rely, not only on a precise estimation of the robot location, but also, on an accurate map estimate of the surrounding environment. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping algorithms (SLAM) confront both problems in a single estimation process. The first consistent solution proposed was based on the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [1] , [2] . However, an standard implementation of the algorithm suffers from memory and time complexities of O(n 2 ) per step, where n is the total number of features stored in the map. To reduce the computational cost, new algorithms take profit of the fact that SLAM is a sparse problem, i.e., from a given robot position only a limited number of features is visible. If all features were always visible then no algorithm could overcome the computational complexity of the EKF solution since the linearized system to be solved would be completely full.
Submapping strategies have become interesting approaches since they work in small regions of the environment reducing the computational cost of EKF and improving consistency. Under the assumption of white noise and if no information is shared between maps, submaps are statistically independent. This allows submaps to be consistently joined using Map Joining algorithm [3] or equivalent Constrained Local Submap Filter (CLSF) [4] with joining cost O(n 2 ). More recently, Divide and Conquer SLAM [5] has shown to provide a more efficient strategy to join local maps with amortized linear cost in exploration, outperforming past sequential methods. Despite its high scalability, the main limitations of these techniques are their inability to share information between maps and a memory cost of O(n 2 ). There are submapping techniques that work on approximations trading off precision for complexity properties [6] . Some of these techniques combine submaps with a graph structure that represents adjacency relations between maps. In ATLAS [7] and CTS [8] for example, nodes of the graph correspond to submaps and links between nodes represent relative locations between adjacent submaps. However, in order to achieve high efficiency, they do not impose loop constraints to update the graph estimation. Hierarchical SLAM [9] outperforms these approaches by introducing an optimization step along the cycles of the graph. Nevertheless, it still remains as an approximate algorithm since optimized information is not transmitted to submaps.
In contrast to EKF-based approaches, there is a family of algorithms that considers the full SLAM problem in a Smoothing and Mapping (SAM) sense. Graph SLAM and Square Root SLAM [10] , [11] , report that the intrinsic structure of the problem can be modeled as a sparse graph (obtained from the sparse information matrix) when the state vector is augmented with the total trajectory. The main problem of these techniques is that they continuously grow with the number of robot poses.
Based on EKF, Graphical SLAM [12] , builds a compressed graph of all robot and features poses as nodes. However, special cases as loop closings need particular manipulations. Treemap [13] , is based on creating a balanced binary tree structure of the map. The technique uses a detailed graph granularity to construct the tree, where leaf nodes represent each map entity (current robot and feature locations) resulting in a very complete but complex graph algorithm.
In this work we are interested in methods that do not use any approximations. We consider the SLAM problem as a Gaussian Graph model that evolves over time. We propose CI-Graph SLAM based on [14] , a submapping method that performs EKF updates efficiently reducing its quadratic cost. Unlike other non-approximated submapping approaches [3] , [4] , CI-Graph SLAM builds a spanning tree of conditionally independent submaps, that allows us to transmit information between submaps in a consistent manner. Compared to batch algorithms [10] , [11] , CI-Graph does not require to augment the state vector with the full trajectory. Instead, only robot poses corresponding to map transitions are considered. In CIGraph, the nodes do not represent each element of the map but the CI-submaps. This results in a graph with high level abstraction of the map that allows a simpler implementation.
Section II is devoted to review conditionally independent submaps and describes their advantages. CI-Graph approach is presented in section III. We evaluate the method using a synthetic Manhattan world and Victoria Park data set. Their results are described in section IV. In section V we discuss concerns related to the construction of the map spanning tree. Finally, we summarize the main advantages of our method in section VI and draw future lines of work.
II. CONDITIONALLY INDEPENDENT (CI) SUBMAPS
In submapping algorithms, instead of dealing with a single total map of an environment, the whole map is divided into groups of state vector entities (features and/or vehicle poses) that are processed separately. We call absolute submap, to a map that is expressed in a global coordinate frame while a local submap is a submap whose elements are represented with respect to a local reference frame. Most recent submapping techniques are based on building local maps of limited size that are statistically independent [3] , [4] , [15] , [5] . This requirement imposes important constraints to the submaps structure. Valuable information present in a submap cannot be used to improve other submap estimates since, otherwise, the independence property could not be preserved. In addition, same environment features observed in different maps have independent estimations in each map.
Instead of using independent submaps, our CI-Graph SLAM approach is based on building conditionally independent CI-submaps. The previous technique was presented in [14] and allows CI-submaps to share submap components and information in a consistent manner. Using absolute submaps, the final map obtained is the same as with the classical EKF-SLAM algorithm. If local submaps are used better consistency properties than the EKF can be achieved. While techniques based on independent submaps preclude the use of inertial sensors or sensors that give absolute measurements such as GPS and compass, our method can easily use these devices by propagating the information through CI-submaps without approximations. At the same time, CI-submaps inherit the computational efficiency of submapping techniques that, taking into account a subgroup of the map elements, can work with covariance/information submatrices of limited size.
The technique presented in [14] is restricted to sequences of maps forming simple topologies such as single loops. Even though it has been successfully tested in large environments, the generalization to more complex topologies in which the CI property between maps still hold is not trivial. The purpose of this paper is to develop a new algorithm that extents the properties of the CI-submaps to more complicated trajectories. In order to facilitate the explanation, we will work for the rest of the paper with absolute submaps, although local submaps can be used as well with the technique. Figure 1 shows a Bayesian Network that represents the stochastic dependencies between a pair of CI-submaps, x 1 and x 2 , that have been built sequentially. We define the state vectors of the submaps by:
A. Brief CI-submaps review
where x A represents state components that only belong to the first map, x B is for elements exclusively included in the second submap and x C represents features and vehicle states that are shared in common between both. Notice that common elements x C are replicated in x 1 and x 2 . This division of the stochastic state variables can be done in SLAM because it is a sparse problem (features are locally observable).
In figure 1 , we can also observe that the only connection between the set of nodes (x A , z a ) and (x B , z b ) is through node x C that, according to Bayesian Network theory [16] , means that both subgraphs are d-separated given x C . This in turn implies that the components of the submaps are Conditionally Independent (CI) when x C is known:
It is precisely by means of the common elements between maps and the CI Property that we can easily transmit information between map pairs at any time with no approximations. Suppose now that during the sequential creation of submaps x 1 and x 2 , the first submap x 1 was built using observations z a whereas for x 2 , in addition to z a measurements, new observations z b were taken into account. Assuming Gaussian distributions for the map states we have:
where the lowercase subindexes in the estimates x B ab and x C ab reveal that both sets of observations z a and z b have been used in the estimation process. Notice that map x 1 is 'out of date' with respect to map x 2 since the influence of new observations z b is not included in the estimate. In order to update submap x 1 information from x 2 has to be transmitted. The operation of transmitting information is called back-propagation where 'back' means propagation from the updated to the out of date map. To update submap x 1 we only need to recalculate the state vector and covariance matrix of those elements related to x A . The back-propagation equations are given by:
Observe that to update the first submap we only need the mean and covariance of the common elementsx C ab and P C ab from the second submap. We can also calculate the correlation between non-common elements of both maps x A and x B by:
III. CI-GRAPH ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
In order to work with complex topologies, the algorithm proposed is based on building an undirected graph of the CI-submaps. An undirected graph is defined as a pair G = (N , E G ) where N are the nodes of G and E G are its undirected edges [17] . In our graph, N is the set of CIsubmaps m i with i = 1 . . . N. An edge connecting two nodes is created either because the robot makes a transition between the corresponding submaps or because being the robot in a submap, it observes a feature that belongs to the other submap.
In addition, the algorithm builds a spanning tree T (N , E T ) of the graph G, where E T ⊂ E G . A spanning tree T of a connected undirected graph G is defined as a subgraph of G which is a tree (it contains no cycles) and connects all the nodes. Our algorithm ensures that, by construction, any pair of submaps (m i , m j ) that are adjacent in T have a conditionally independent structure as shown in figure  1 , sharing some vehicle and feature states. Each edge in E T will be labeled with the corresponding shared states. Given any pair of submaps, m i and m j , there is a unique path in T connecting them. This path allows us to transmit information from map to map without loosing the conditional independence property between submaps. In all graph figures of the paper, spanning tree edges E T will be depicted using a continuous line while the remaining edges of G, i.e. E G \E T , will be traced with a dashed line.
Two operational levels can be distinguished in the algorithm. Local operations that are only applied to the current submap m i , and graph operations that are performed through the graph involving at least two submaps. Most of the time, the operations carried out when the robot moves inside a CIsubmap are local operations corresponding to standard EKF-SLAM equations. Graph operations are more sporadic and can be considered as the interface between CI-submaps. In the following subsections, the graph operations are explained in detail as presented in Algorithm 1.
A. Starting a new submap
Suppose that robot is in submap m i and we decide to start a new submap m j . The steps followed in the algorithm are: Example using CI-Graph SLAM. The figure is divided in three rows that show information about the state of a simulated experiment at three different instants of time (columns). In the first row, the map of the simulated environment with the current robot position is shown. In the second row, the graph of relations between submaps will be created according to the state of the estimation. In the last row we will show the state vectors of the estimated submaps at different moments of time.
with robot R k2 and feature f 6 from submap 2.
B. Re-observing a feature from a different map
This situation occurs when the robot is at submap m i and observes for the first time a feature that is already included in a previous submap m j . The process followed is:
• Copy the feature from m j to m i along all nodes of the path in T • Add m j , m i to E G \E T If m k , m l ∈ T represents an edge in the path, to copy the feature from m k to m l , the feature is first updated with the information contained in m l using back-propagation equations (5-8) and the correlations with the elements of m l are calculated with equation (9) . 
C. Revisiting a previous submap
When the algorithm detects that the robot revisits an already traversed area m j , the transition from the current submap m i to m j is as follows:
• Update all nodes in the path from m i to m j • Copy the current robot pose along all nodes of the path • Add m i , m j to E G \E T As in the previous subsection, to update submaps in the path we use the back-propagation equations (5) (6) (7) (8) and to copy the current robot pose, correlations with submaps elements are calculated with equation (9) . 
D. Updating all maps from the current submap
Using the Graph operations just described, we can assure that the current submap is always updated with all available information. In addition, the CI property between submaps is preserved. An interesting property of the back-propagation equations is that they can be applied at any moment. They work correctly even if we back-propagate twice the same information: the terms inside the parentheses in equations (7, 8) will be zero and the maps will remain unchanged. This allows us to schedule the back-propagation in moments with low CPU loads, or when graph operations are required. If the whole map has to be updated, the back-propagation equations are recursively applied starting from the current node and following the spanning tree T .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
CI-Graph SLAM has been tested using a simulated environment that emules a Manhattan World, as the one proposed in [11] , with 2420 point features lying on the walls of a 11 × 11 matrix of building blocks. For this 2D example, the total space is divided in submaps using a grid cell. When the robot crosses the border between two cells for the first time a new submap is initialized. If the arriving cell has already been traversed we consider that a previous submap is revisited. The actual size of each submap, is not limited to the number of features content in a cell but to the number of features that are observed from it. For more general situations, 3D environments with complex topologies and different kind of sensors such as cameras, the decision to start a new submap can be based on the maximum number of features allowed in a a map, to limit computational complexity, or on a maximum value for the uncertainty of the robot position, to improve the consistency of the result.
In the Manhattan environment, the vehicle performs a randomly chosen trajectory of 1600 steps of 1m. Fig. 3 top, shows a smaller 5 × 5 example to give the reader an idea of the experiment. Each time the vehicle reaches a block corner (circles), a control input is applied randomly. This kind of motions allows the robot to perform any trajectory: the robot can move from one map to its neighbor and performs any large loops. The motion model noises are assumed to be gaussian with respectively σ xy = 0.05m and σ θ = 0.3deg standard deviations in position and orientation. As the robot moves, the graph of CI-submaps is created on the fly. Fig.  3 bottom, shows an example of the resulting spanning tree with nodes numerated in the order they were created.
In this simulated experiment, Monte Carlo runs are particularly suitable to evaluate the CI-Graph SLAM efficiency. We ran 300 samples of our algorithm implemented in MAT-LAB on a Pentium IV at 2.8GHz. Note that each sample represents a different random trajectory and so, a different spanning tree. For the same reason, the number of total mapped features varies although the environment remains unmodified. Fig. 4 shows the mean running time per step. We can see that, for this kind of environment, the algorithm presents a close to linear running time.
We have also tested CI-Graph SLAM on Victoria Park data set as it is considered a benchmark for most of the relevant approaches previously mentioned in section I. Additionally, Victoria Park data set suits well due to its complex trajectory topology. As in the Manhattan World we use a grid cell to divide the space in submaps. top, shows a partial result when the vehicle explores the environment with known data association. The accompanying video video CIGraph xvid.avi shows an execution in slow motion to visualize the CI-submaps building process. At the same time, it is posible to see that information is transmitted through direct links of the spanning tree when a node is discovered or when any two nodes share information. In addition, we ran EKF SLAM for comparison purposes. between vector estimates and of order 10 −11 between estimated diagonal covariances. The differences are mainly due to numerical errors rather than estimation errors. The total cost plot in fig. 7 bottom, shows evidence about the efficient performance of CI-Graph SLAM as it is 6.5 times faster than standard EKF SLAM. From fig. 7 top, we could point out a constant behavior of the time per step. However it is difficult to establish this as an insight since the environment presents a disperse feature distribution. The accompanying video video CIGraph EKF xvid.avi shows both algorithm executions with same data association both running at their corresponding execution times. A convex hull is drawn around the current submap considering its vehicle and features estimates while submaps already built are drawn in soft color to see the covered total map. The final updated result coincides with the final EKF map. Google Earh tool is used to show map precision on a real image of the environment (see fig. 6 ).
V. DISCUSSION
The price paid to maintain the conditional independence between submaps is some overhead in the size of the maps. We call overhead to all those elements of a submap that cannot be observed from it, i.e., robot positions corresponding to the transitions between submaps and features included in the current submap because its node is in a path in T between two nodes that share the features. For example, in figure 2 at t = k 4 , robot position R k4 is an overhead element for submaps 2 and 3. However features f 3 and f 4 are considered as intrinsic features of submaps 1, 2 and 3 since they can be observed from them. To reduce the overhead due to the robot positions, relocation methods could be applied once the submaps are well estimated. Regarding replicated features, the overhead is clearly dependent on the spanning tree used to transmit information through the graph. Figure 8 on the left shows a graph with six submaps and its corresponding spanning tree represented with a continuous line linking nodes 5 − 4 − 1 − 2 − 3 − 6. Suppose now that we are in submap 5 and we observe a feature in submap 6 closing the loop. In order to maintain the CI property between submaps, instead of directly closing the loop introducing a continuous link between nodes 5 and 6 we indirectly close the loop by replicating the observed feature along the submaps in the path between both nodes, as was explained in subsection III-B. This has the drawback of increasing the size of all the intermediate submaps increasing the computational cost. A better alternative would be to change the spanning tree to one with shorter loops as the example shown in Fig. 8 right. The new spanning tree has better properties because common elements between nodes linked with a dashed edge are only locally replicated. For example, common information between nodes 3 and 6 is just replicated in nodes 4 and 5. Therefore, in order to reduce the overhead, it is more convenient to generate a spanning tree with small loops between nodes connected with dashed edges. It is important to point out that the estimated solution obtained with any of the possible spanning trees is exactly the same and, in case of using absolute submaps, identical to the solution obtained with the EKF. The only difference is that the overhead introduced by the replicated features can be reduced and therefore we can improve the computational behavior of the algorithm. A method to find a good spanning tree for a given SLAM graph or how to online change a given spanning tree to a better one is left as future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented CI-Graph, an extension of the CI-submaps that allows us to efficiently solve complex map/trajectory topologies reducing the computational cost without approximations. CI-Graph models the SLAM process as a Gaussian Graph that evolves over time. Nodes of the graph correspond to CI-submaps and links between nodes reveal submap relations due to either robot transitions or covisible features. This results in a high level abstraction graph that allows a simple implementation. By building a spanning tree of the graph we have shown that information can be shared and transmitted from map to map without loosing the conditional independence property between submaps. One of the advantages of using CI-Graph with respect to other approaches, is its ability to reduce memory requirements when exploring an environment as it does not need to maintain all covariance matrix entries (correlation terms in EKF SLAM). We have also shown empirically the efficiency of CI-Graph SLAM to perform updates. In the presented experiments, we have obtained a cost per step close to linear time in the worst case. However, mathematical proofs about computational cost bounds will be analyzed in future work. A strategy to choose a good spanning tree to efficiently transmit information will also be addressed in future research. CI-submaps have already shown to be very suitable for applications that involve the use of cameras in large environments. Sharing well localized features and camera states between CI-submaps gives much better results than starting each new submap from scratch. In future work we expect to proof that CI-Graph is a very powerful technique to solve Visual SLAM in large and complex environments.
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